CUSTOM SOLUTIONS FOR UNIQUE
CULTIVATION FACILITIES
CLIENT

FARMACEUTICALRX™
WEBSITE

https://farmaceuticalrx.com/
LOCATION

Pennsylvania & Ohio
PROJECT BUDGET

$18 Million
FACILITY

75,000 sqft. of cultivation in Ohio &
25,000 sqft. in Pennsylvania
COMPANY OVERVIEW
The mission at FARMACEUTICALRX™ is to bring
healthcare, science, and innovation to the medical
marijuana sector. Using an organic cultivation
method referred to as living-soil cultivation, their
cultivation team creates an environment that
closely mimics Mother Nature’s optimal, natural
conditions to produce clean, best-in-class medical
marijuana products with every harvest cycle.

Partnering with RMJ resulted in
an overall cost savings of $200K+

THE PROBLEM
FARMACEUTICALRX™ sets itself apart from the competition
with innovative, organic growing practices, rooted in
biomimicry. This innovative cultivation method meant their
team needed a partner that was able to deliver custom
solutions that other providers could not.

THE SOLUTION
RMJ was able to source and integrate the necessary equipment
solutions for their Ohio and Pennsylvania cultivation facilities.
FARMACEUTICALRX™ already had an existing proposal for
integration with their manual controls in hand. RMJ identiﬁed
a more intensive and holistic automation and controls
solution from IOGRU that included C02 monitoring and purge
system fully integrated into the controls system.
Additionally, FARMACEUTICALRX™ was on the hunt for a
better racking solution to ﬁt their living-soil cultivation style.
RMJ identiﬁed the optimal Spacesaver carriages and provided
full customization to ensure they would get the job done with
the facility’s unique trough system.

THE OUTCOME
RMJ completed the full sourcing and integration of the control
and racking systems on budget. More speciﬁcally, RMJ
identiﬁed and implemented custom solutions that oﬀered
better value for the same up-front cost Along with oﬀering a
more comprehensive solution than any other provider, RMJ
caught potential pitfalls and mitigated operational risk by
identifying and reducing points of possible failure.
Upon the completion of the initial project, FARMACEUTICALRX™
continues to partner with RMJ to implement additional
custom solutions to ongoing problems related to lighting,
dehumidiﬁcation, and more.

We ended up getting more versatility
& overall performance than a stripped
down version that a competitor was
offering at the same price.
Alex Stanish, Director of Horticulture at FARMACEUTICALRXTM
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